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Mac App Python Script

Stable, tested 
Gets new features first 
Easier troubleshooting 

Geek cred !

Drag and drop 
Friendly, easy, simple 

Sweet icon

http://j.mp/recipe-robot



How does it work?
It's not magic. It's Python.



Determine 
input type

Inspect BitBucket/GitHub/SourceForge repository

Inspect download URL

Inspect zip file

Inspect dmg file

Inspect app

Inspect pkg

Inspect Sparkle feed, get download URL
Sparkle feed

Input path

BB/GH/SF URL

Download URL
Zip fileDmg file

Pkg file

App

Step One: Process Input



Is app signed?

Inspect app

Get app name

Get bundle identifier

Get Sparkle feed

Get _MASReceipt

Get version key

Get description from MacUpdate

Sufficient info to 
create recipes?

Stop

Get code signing requirements

Get developer name

No

Yes

Recipes already exist?

No
Yes

No
Yes

Step Two: Gather Facts

Ignore existing 
recipes?

No

Yes

Generate recipes



Generate download recipe

Stop

(Generate remaining recipe types)

Sparkle or OSS 
project URL available?

Add URL Provider

Add 
URLDownloader, 

EndOfCheckPhase

Was app signed?

Add CodeSignatureVerifier 
with codesign_reqs

What format was 
downloaded file?

Add Unarchiver

Add Versioner with 
CFBundleVersion

Add CodeSignatureVerifier 
with codesign_reqs

Add CodeSignatureVerifier 
with codesign_authorities

Yes No

Yes

No

zip

dmg

pkg

Write recipes to disk

What version key did 
we find?

Add Versioner with 
CFBundleShortVersionString

CFBSVS CFBV

Step Three: Generate Recipes

pkgmunkijssinstall



Recipe Robot still needs you to review, test, 
and customize what it creates.

com.github.you.download.Foo

RECIPE

com.github.you.pkg.Foo

RECIPE

com.github.you.jss.Foo

RECIPE

It's not magic.



Recipe Robot (still) only builds complete recipe sets.

com.github.you.download.Foo

RECIPE

com.github.you.pkg.Foo

RECIPE

com.github.you.jss.Foo

RECIPE

RECIPE RECIPE RECIPE

com.github.notyou.download.Foo com.github.you.pkg.Foo com.github.you.jss.Foo

It's not magic.

…but we'll return to this later!



Recipe Robot won't work for every app every time.

Microsoft Word.app

It's not magic.



Some basic time-saving tips
Before we go farther:



1. Create a file at ~/.bash_profile, if it doesn't already exist. 
2. Edit the file with a text editor. Add this line: 

3. Save.
alias recipe-robot="/Applications/Recipe\ Robot.app/Contents/Resources/scripts/recipe-robot"

recipe-robot --verbose /Applications/Mountee.app/

And now you can do this:

Customize your bash_profile



AtomTextWrangler Sublime TextTextMate BBEdit

…and literally dozens more.

Use a good text editor

barebones.com atom.io macromates.com barebones.com sublimetext.com



Use a good text editor
Syntax highlighting makes recipes more readable…

keys

values

tags

invisibles



Use a good text editor
…and makes some basic mistakes obvious.

bad tag



Use a good text editor
Property list auto-completion can do some work for you.



Master Markdown
Your README.md will be a page-turner.

bad tag



What is Recipe Robot? 
How does it work? 
First, some time-saving tips 
Learn to read/write recipes 
Audit existing AutoPkg recipes 
Augment recipes with URLTextSearcher 
Create child recipes of existing recipes (!) 
Publishing your recipes 
Troubleshooting 
Questions & Answers

Onward!



Learn to read/write AutoPkg recipes
Using Recipe Robot to

You can tell I like this icon, can't you?



Separation of Responsibility

com.github.you.download.Foo

RECIPE

com.github.you.pkg.Foo

RECIPE

com.github.you.jss.Foo

RECIPE

Download the 
software

Create a package 
from the downloaded 

software

Import the 
package into 

your JSS (etc.)

Each recipe accomplishes a discrete goal.



Separation of Responsibility

You'll find the goal of each recipe right there in the Description.
Recipe Robot respects this separation.

    4 <dict> 
    5  <key>Comment</key> 
    6  <string>Created with Recipe Robot v1.0.2 (https://github.com/homebysix/recipe-robot)</
string> 
    7  <key>Description</key> 
    8  <string>Downloads the latest version of Wondershare Filmora.</string> 
    9  <key>Identifier</key> 
   10  <string>com.github.homebysix.download.Filmora</string> 
   11  <key>Input</key> 
   12  <dict> 
   13   <key>NAME</key> 
   14   <string>Wondershare Filmora</string> 
   15  </dict> 
   16  <key>MinimumVersion</key>



Parent/Child Relationship

com.github.you.download.Foo

PARENT 
RECIPE

com.github.you.pkg.Foo com.github.you.jss.Foo

Download the 
software

Create a package 
from the downloaded 

software

Import the 
package into 

your JSS (etc.)

Recipes build on other recipes.

local.jss.Foo

Customize JSS 
objects for your 
organization.

CHILD 
RECIPE

CHILD 
RECIPE

RECIPE 
OVERRIDE



Parent/Child Relationship

com.github.you.download.Foo com.github.you.pkg.Foo com.github.you.jss.Foo

Download the 
software

Create a package 
from the downloaded 

software

Import the 
package into 

your JSS (etc.)

Parent recipes don't depend upon any other recipes.

local.jss.Foo

Customize JSS 
objects for your 
organization.

PARENT 
RECIPE

CHILD 
RECIPE

CHILD 
RECIPE

RECIPE 
OVERRIDE



Parent/Child Relationship

com.github.you.download.Foo com.github.you.pkg.Foo com.github.you.jss.Foo

Download the 
software

Create a package 
from the downloaded 

software

Import the 
package into 

your JSS (etc.)

Child recipes perform additional processes on output from other recipes.

local.jss.Foo

Customize JSS 
objects for your 
organization.

PARENT 
RECIPE

CHILD 
RECIPE

CHILD 
RECIPE

RECIPE 
OVERRIDE



(But instead of additional processes, they just change input variables.)

Parent/Child Relationship

com.github.you.download.Foo com.github.you.pkg.Foo com.github.you.jss.Foo

Download the 
software

Create a package 
from the downloaded 

software

Import the 
package into 

your JSS (etc.)

Recipe overrides ARE child recipes!

local.jss.Foo

Customize JSS 
objects for your 
organization.

PARENT 
RECIPE

CHILD 
RECIPE

CHILD 
RECIPE

RECIPE 
OVERRIDE



Parent/Child Relationship
The ParentRecipe key leads you back to the start.

   30    <string>%NAME%</string> 
   31    <key>unattended_install</key> 
   32    <true/> 
   33   </dict> 
   34  </dict> 
   35  <key>MinimumVersion</key> 
   36  <string>0.6.1</string> 
   37  <key>ParentRecipe</key> 
   38  <string>com.github.homebysix.download.Filmora</string> 
   39  <key>Process</key> 
   40  <array> 
   41   <dict> 
   42    <key>Arguments</key> 
   43    <dict>



    1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
    2 <!DOCTYPE plist PUBLIC "-//Apple//DTD PLIST 1.0//EN" "http://www.apple.com/DTDs/PropertyList-1.0.dtd"> 
    3 <plist version="1.0"> 
    4 <dict> 
    5  <key>Comment</key> 
    6  <string>Generated by Recipe Robot v0.0.3 (https://github.com/homebysix/recipe-robot)</string> 
    7  <key>Description</key> 
    8  <string>Downloads the latest version of TMNotifier.</string> 
    9  <key>Identifier</key> 
   10  <string>com.github.homebysix.download.TMNotifier</string> 
   11  <key>Input</key> 
   12  <dict> 
   13   <key>NAME</key> 
   14   <string>TMNotifier</string> 
   15   <key>SPARKLE_FEED_URL</key> 
   16   <string>https://tmnotifier.com/appcast.xml</string> 
   17  </dict> 
   18  <key>MinimumVersion</key> 
   19  <string>0.6.1</string> 
   20  <key>Process</key> 
   21  <array> 
   22   <dict> 
   23    <key>Arguments</key> 
   24    <dict> 
   25     <key>appcast_url</key> 
   26     <string>%SPARKLE_FEED_URL%</string> 
   27    </dict> 
   28    <key>Processor</key> 
   29    <string>SparkleUpdateInfoProvider</string> 
   30   </dict> 
   31   <dict> 
   32    <key>Arguments</key> 
   33    <dict> 
   34     <key>filename</key> 
   35     <string>%NAME%-%version%.dmg</string> 
   36    </dict> 
   37    <key>Processor</key> 
   38    <string>URLDownloader</string> 
   39   </dict> 
   40   <dict> 
   41    <key>Processor</key> 
   42    <string>EndOfCheckPhase</string> 
   43   </dict> 
   44   <dict> 
   45    <key>Arguments</key> 
   46    <dict> 
   47     <key>input_path</key> 
   48     <string>%pathname%/%NAME%.app</string> 
   49     <key>requirement</key> 
   50     <string>anchor apple generic and identifier "com.everythingisgray.TMNotifier" and (certificate leaf[field.1.2.840.113635.100.6.1.9] /* exists */ 
   51    </dict> 
   52    <key>Processor</key> 
   53    <string>CodeSignatureVerifier</string> 
   54   </dict> 
   55  </array> 
   56 </dict> 
   57 </plist>

How do we know?



    1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
    2 <!DOCTYPE plist PUBLIC "-//Apple//DTD PLIST 1.0//EN" "http://www.apple.com/DTDs/PropertyList-1.0.dtd"> 
    3 <plist version="1.0"> 
    4 <dict> 
    5  <key>Comment</key> 
    6  <string>Generated by Recipe Robot v0.0.3 (https://github.com/homebysix/recipe-robot)</string> 
    7  <key>Description</key> 
    8  <string>Downloads the latest version of TMNotifier.</string> 
    9  <key>Identifier</key> 
   10  <string>com.github.homebysix.download.TMNotifier</string> 
   11  <key>Input</key> 
   12  <dict> 
   13   <key>NAME</key> 
   14   <string>TMNotifier</string> 
   15   <key>SPARKLE_FEED_URL</key> 
   16   <string>https://tmnotifier.com/appcast.xml</string> 
   17  </dict> 
   18  <key>MinimumVersion</key> 
   19  <string>0.6.1</string> 
   20  <key>Process</key> 
   21  <array> 
   22   <dict> 
   23    <key>Arguments</key> 
   24    <dict> 
   25     <key>appcast_url</key> 
   26     <string>%SPARKLE_FEED_URL%</string> 
   27    </dict> 
   28    <key>Processor</key> 
   29    <string>SparkleUpdateInfoProvider</string> 
   30   </dict> 
   31   <dict> 
   32    <key>Arguments</key> 
   33    <dict> 
   34     <key>filename</key> 
   35     <string>%NAME%-%version%.dmg</string> 
   36    </dict> 
   37    <key>Processor</key> 
   38    <string>URLDownloader</string> 
   39   </dict> 
   40   <dict> 
   41    <key>Processor</key> 
   42    <string>EndOfCheckPhase</string> 
   43   </dict> 
   44   <dict> 
   45    <key>Arguments</key> 
   46    <dict> 
   47     <key>input_path</key> 
   48     <string>%pathname%/%NAME%.app</string> 
   49     <key>requirement</key> 
   50     <string>anchor apple generic and identifier "com.everythingisgray.TMNotifier" and (certificate leaf[field.1.2.840.113635.100.6.1.9] /* exists */ 
   51    </dict> 
   52    <key>Processor</key> 
   53    <string>CodeSignatureVerifier</string> 
   54   </dict> 
   55  </array> 
   56 </dict> 
   57 </plist>

How do we know?

<key>Processor</key> 
<string>SparkleUpdateInfoProvider</string>

<key>Processor</key> 
<string>URLDownloader</string>

<key>Processor</key> 
<string>EndOfCheckPhase</string>

<key>Processor</key> 
<string>CodeSignatureVerifier</string>



Processor Groupings

Foo.download.recipe

Processors are the tasks that combine to accomplish the goal.

URLDownloader EndOfCheckPhase

A simple unsigned app with a direct download URL.



Bar.download.recipe

URLDownloader EndOfCheckPhaseSparkleUpdateInfoProvider

A simple unsigned app with a Sparkle feed.

Processor Groupings
Many processors appear in the same sequence over and over.



Baz.download.recipe

EndOfCheckPhase Unarchiver CodeSignatureVerifierURLDownloader

A signed app inside a zip with a direct download URL.

Versioner

Processor Groupings
Recipe Robot knows this and places processors accordingly.



Processor Groupings

Foo.download.recipe

URLDownloader EndOfCheckPhase

Foo.munki.recipe

MunkiImporter

A chain of processors is created as child recipes build on parent recipes.



Processor Groupings

Foo.download.recipe

Foo.pkg.recipe

Foo.jss.recipe

CodeSignatureVerifierURLDownloader

Copier PkgCreator

JSSImporter

PkgRootCreatorVersioner

EndOfCheckPhase



Processor Groupings

Foo.download.recipe

Foo.pkg.recipe

Foo.jss.recipe

EndOfCheckPhase UnarchiverURLDownloader

Copier PkgCreator

JSSImporter

PkgRootCreatorVersioner

CodeSignatureVerifier



Processor Groupings

Foo.download.recipe

Foo.pkg.recipe

Foo.jss.recipe

EndOfCheckPhase UnarchiverURLDownloader

Copier PkgCreator

JSSImporter

PkgRootCreator

CodeSignatureVerifier Versioner



Generate download recipe

Add 
URLDownloader, 

EndOfCheckPhase

Stop

(Generate remaining recipe types)

Sparkle or OSS 
project URL available?

Add URL Provider

Was app signed?

Add CodeSignatureVerifier 
with codesign_reqs

What format was 
downloaded file?

Add Unarchiver

Add Versioner with 
CFBundleVersion

Add CodeSignatureVerifier 
with codesign_reqs

Add CodeSignatureVerifier 
with codesign_authorities

Yes No

Yes

No

zip

dmg

pkg

Write recipes to disk

What version key did 
we find?

Add Versioner with 
CFBundleShortVersionString

CFBSVS CFBV

pkgmunkijssinstall

Processor Groupings

<key>Processor</key> 
<string>SparkleUpdateInfoProvider</string>

<key>Processor</key> 
<string>URLDownloader</string>

<key>Processor</key> 
<string>EndOfCheckPhase</string>

<key>Processor</key> 
<string>CodeSignatureVerifier</string>



Performing a "diff" on two recipes

On the left: a direct download. On the right: a Sparkle download.
Uses SPARKLE_FEED_URL with SparkleUpdateInfoProvider.Uses DOWNLOAD_URL with URLDownloader.



Performing a "diff" on two recipes

On the left: Freeway Pro. On the right: Keyboard Maestro.
No major differences at all!



Audit existing AutoPkg recipes
Using Recipe Robot to

✔



Audit your existing AutoPkg recipes

1. Standardize the existing recipes with: 
plutil -convert xml1 *.recipe

• Finds syntax errors. 
• Converts leading spaces to leading tabs. 
• Alphabetizes dictionary keys (Arguments before Processor). 
• Removes <!— --> comments (but keeps <key>Comment</key>). 
• Standardizes DOCTYPE string.

Why do we do this?
• It will become very easy to compare Recipe Robot's recipes against your own.



Audit your existing AutoPkg recipes

2. Locate and copy the download URL or Sparkle feed.



Audit your existing AutoPkg recipes

3. Run that URL through Recipe Robot.
If your existing recipes are in the AutoPkg org on GitHub, use --ignore-existing.



Audit your existing AutoPkg recipes

4.Compare the resulting recipes with the originals.
Use your preferred diff tool for this. (The example below is Kaleidoscope.)



Audit your existing AutoPkg recipes

5. Apply the changes you like. Discard the ones you don't.



✔ Made download URL into an input variable.

✔  Standard input variables.

✔ Added missing EndOfCheckPhase.

(continues)

✔ Standard description



✔ Added CodeSignatureVerifier.

✔ Using correct version key.

(continued)



Audit your existing AutoPkg recipes

1. Standardize the existing recipes with: 
plutil -convert xml1 *.recipe 

2. Locate and copy the download URL or Sparkle feed. 
3. Run that URL through Recipe Robot. 
4.Compare the resulting recipes with the originals. 
5. Apply the changes you like. Discard the ones you don't.

Recap:



URLTextSearcher
Augmenting recipes with



Why do we need URLTextSearcher?

http://c-command.com/downloads/DropDMG-3.3.dmg



How does URLTextSearcher work?

Where to search

What to search for

What to call it

New download URL



1. Give the current version’s download URL to Recipe Robot. 
Ignore the warning you’ll probably get about the URL being version-specific. 

2. Edit the download recipe and add a URLTextSearcher 
processor with the appropriate arguments.

Where does Recipe Robot fit in?

Need help with the regular expressions? 
Patterns.app   •   regex101.com   •   regexr.com

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/patterns-the-regex-app/id429449079?mt=12
http://regex101.com
http://regexr.com




Using Recipe Robot to help

Create child recipes



Recipe Robot (still) only builds complete recipe sets.

com.github.you.download.Foo

RECIPE

com.github.you.pkg.Foo

RECIPE

com.github.you.jss.Foo

RECIPE

RECIPE RECIPE RECIPE

com.github.notyou.download.Foo com.github.you.pkg.Foo com.github.you.jss.Foo

Reminder:



RECIPE

com.github.notyou.download.Foo

--ignore-existing

com.github.you.pkg.Foo

RECIPE

com.github.you.jss.Foo

RECIPE

A Manual Workaround

Things you may need to tweak in your recipes after 
changing the ParentRecipe include:

• Add code signature verification? 
• Add or adjust versioning? 
• Modify paths or variable names?



Building a Child Recipe

1. Inspect the existing download recipe for a download URL 
or Sparkle feed URL. 

2. Run that URL through Recipe Robot. 
3. Adjust the ParentRecipe of the child recipe. 
4.Test and tweak the new child recipe.



There is a pkg recipe for cineSync, but no jss recipe. Let's build one.
Demo: Building a Child Recipe



Use Cases

existing download new ds, munki, or install

existing pkg new jss, filewave, or lanrev

existing {foo} new {bar}?



Building a Child Recipe

Recap:

1. Inspect the existing download recipe for a download URL 
or Sparkle feed URL. 

2. Run that URL through Recipe Robot. 
3. Adjust the ParentRecipe of the child recipe. 
4.Test and tweak the new child recipe.



Publishing Your Recipes
Recommendations for



Should I share my recipes?



Should I share my recipes?
(a) If they would be useful to at least one other person.



Should I share my recipes?
(b) If they are unique.



Should I share my recipes?
(c) If you are willing and able to maintain them.



What do I get out of it?



$ autopkg search FantasticApp 

Name                          Repo               Path 
----                          ----               ---- 
FantasticApp.download.recipe  homebysix-recipes  FantasticApp/FantasticApp.download.recipe 
FantasticApp.install.recipe   homebysix-recipes  FantasticApp/FantasticApp.install.recipe 
FantasticApp.munki.recipe     homebysix-recipes  FantasticApp/FantasticApp.munki.recipe 
FantasticApp.pkg.recipe       homebysix-recipes  FantasticApp/FantasticApp.pkg.recipe 

To add a new recipe repo, use 'autopkg repo-add <repo name>'

What do I get out of it?
Your recipes appear in autopkg search results.



What do I get out of it?
Peer review and feedback.



What do I get out of it?
An active GitHub profile. (Great resume builder!)



What do I get out of it?
An active GitHub profile. (Great resume builder!)

WORKAHOLIC
ACHIEVEMENT 

UNLOCKED



What do I get out of it?
High fives from your fellow Mac admins.



What do I get out of it?
High fives from your fellow Mac admins.

https://twitter.com/mrala/status/619594618292801536



What kind of cleanup is necessary 
before I share my recipes?

• Identifiers: com.github.YourUsername.RecipeType.AppName 
(e.g. com.github.homebysix.download.coconutBattery).

A3723087-3AB1-48D5-8684-3C767559D962

com.github.homebysix.coconutBattery.download

com.apple.download.coconutBattery



What kind of cleanup is necessary 
before I share my recipes?

• Identifiers: com.github.YourUsername.RecipeType.AppName 
(e.g. com.github.homebysix.download.coconutBattery). 

• Overrideability: Allow administrators to customize things.

Munki category and catalog

Munki/JSS description

Major version



What kind of cleanup is necessary 
before I share my recipes?

• Identifiers: com.github.YourUsername.RecipeType.AppName 
(e.g. com.github.homebysix.download.coconutBattery). 

• Overrideability: Allow administrators to customize results. 
• Versioning: Even if your recipe doesn't need a version, child 

recipes might someday.



What kind of cleanup is necessary 
before I share my recipes?

• Identifiers: com.github.YourUsername.RecipeType.AppName 
(e.g. com.github.homebysix.download.coconutBattery). 

• Overrideability: Allow administrators to customize results. 
• Versioning: Even if your recipe doesn't need a version, child 

recipes might someday. 
• Behavior: Import into Munki "testing" catalog.



What kind of cleanup is necessary 
before I share my recipes?

• Identifiers: com.github.YourUsername.RecipeType.AppName 
(e.g. com.github.homebysix.download.coconutBattery). 

• Overrideability: Allow administrators to customize results. 
• Versioning: Even if your recipe doesn't need a version, child 

recipes might someday. 
• Behavior: Import into Munki "testing" catalog. 
• Linting: plutil -lint *.recipe



What kind of cleanup is necessary 
before I share my recipes?

• Identifiers: com.github.YourUsername.RecipeType.AppName 
(e.g. com.github.homebysix.download.coconutBattery). 

• Overrideability: Allow administrators to customize results. 
• Versioning: Even if your recipe doesn't need a version, child 

recipes might someday. 
• Behavior: Import into Munki "testing" catalog. 
• Linting: plutil -lint *.recipe 
• Avoid SourceForge: There are often better sources.









What kind of cleanup is necessary 
before I share my recipes?

• Identifiers: com.github.YourUsername.RecipeType.AppName 
(e.g. com.github.homebysix.download.coconutBattery). 

• Overrideability: Allow administrators to customize results. 
• Versioning: Even if your recipe doesn't need a version, child 

recipes might someday. 
• Behavior: Import into Munki "testing" catalog. 
• Linting: plutil -lint *.recipe 
• Avoid SourceForge: There are often better sources. 
• Optimization: EndOfCheckPhase, PathDeleter.



How do I publish my recipes?

https://github.com/autopkg/autopkg/wiki/Sharing-Recipes



Be A Good Recipe Neighbor

• Automate your testing runs with AutoPkgr. 
• Or with a super simple one-liner: 
  
find homebysix-recipes \ 
    -iname "*.recipe" \ 
    -exec autopkg run -v "{}" \; 
  

• Or with a more intelligent script. 
• At least test the download recipes regularly. 

Those are the ones most likely to fail.

Always be testing.

RECIPE



Be A Good Recipe Neighbor
Collaborate.

• Incoming issues. 
• Incoming pull requests. 
• Outgoing issues and pull requests. 
• MacAdmins.org Slack → #autopkg.



Be A Good Recipe Neighbor
Make a commitment to good commits.

• Yes, people read your commit messages. 
• Be brief, but descriptive. 
• Make commits after each discrete change.



Be A Good Recipe Neighbor
Avoid a few party-fouls.

Don't change recipe identifiers. (Guilty!)

Don't push before testing first.

Don't introduce plist syntax errors.



Be A Good Recipe Neighbor
Get secure. Stay secure.

• FileVault on your Mac. 
• Two factor authentication. 
• Good passwords. 
• Ditto for your email too, not just GitHub.



Troubleshooting
Sometimes the robot explodes.



• Run with --verbose. 
Check for warnings or errors. I run it in verbose mode every time.

• Try again with different input.  
Possibilities: Sparkle feed, download URL, GitHub, BitBucket, or SourceForge URL, zip, dmg, pkg, app.

• Download the app yourself, and have a look at it. 
Maybe it's nested inside a folder (Audacity).  
Maybe there are multiple apps in the dmg (Airfoil). 
Maybe it's a binary instead of an app (Vagrant).

• Keep the cache with --keep-cache. 
Allows you to see all the unpacking Recipe Robot tried to do at ~/Library/Caches/Recipe Robot.

• Open a GitHub issue, include your input.  
We'll have a look and see whether we can improve Recipe Robot's behavior.

Troubleshooting Tips and Methods

 _[]_ 
 [xx] 
q-||-p 
  || 
_/  \_



Wrap-Up
What is Recipe Robot? 
How does it work? 
Using Recipe Robot to learn to read/write recipes 
Auditing existing AutoPkg recipes using Recipe Robot 
Combining Recipe Robot with URLTextSearcher 
Creating Child Recipes using Recipe Robot 
Recommendations for sharing your recipes 
Troubleshooting 
Questions & Answers



Questions?

Shea Craig 
@shea_craigElliot Jordan 

@homebysix

Thank you!


